It’s a Brand
Nui Day.
Vivid turquoise lagoons, soaring lava-rock peaks, lush tropical plants, beautiful, hospitable people.
These natural wonders fill the senses of all those that set foot on our islands. But we believe our
guests should feel the spirit of Tahiti from the moment they step onboard. And so, to coincide
with our 20th year of operations, we proudly unveil The Tahitian Dreamliner. This technological
marvel detailed with the story, heart and soul of Tahiti will captivate our guests and deliver what
we believe to be the ultimate travel experience.
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Introducing the Tahitian Dreamliner
So begins a new chapter in our proud history of connecting Tahiti to the world. We’ve selected what we
believe to be the best aircraft flying the skies, the Boeing 787-9, and we’ve made it uniquely Tahitian.
The views are spectacular through the largest windows of any jet, tailored to your liking with electronic
dimmers. Breathe clean air thanks to innovative onboard purification. Feel fresher with a lower pressurized
cabin and comfortable, controlled humidity level. Escape the noise with ultra-quiet engines and sail
smoothly with specially designed wings. If you must, stay connected through our entertainment system
and high speed wifi. And relax knowing this beauty of the sky has environmentally conscious construction,
higher fuel efficiency, and reduced CO2 emissions. Come fly with us and be among the first carried to your
dream destination on the wings of the Tahitian Dreamliner.

POERAVA BUSINESS CLASS
Our famous Poerava Business Class has been enhanced with the introduction
of a 20-inch wide 180-degree full lie-flat seat. The Parallel Diamond, designed
to optimize space, includes a wide range of storage areas, two USB 2.0 ports,
and one international AC outlet 110V/60Hz. The cabin features a total of 30
seats configured in five rows on a six-abreast (2-2-2) arrangement. Installed at
a pitch of 60 inches, the new business class product moves into a fully flat
78-inch bed for sleeping. Each seat is equipped with a luxurious cushion and
cover comfort system for restful travel. The seats also offer an individual touch
screen controller for the 16-inch screen inflight entertainment system, personal
lighting and privacy divider.
The onboard amenities include: a thick duvet, one large and comfortable pillow
and a luxury kit of accessories.

MOANA PREMIUM ECONOMY
The Tahitian Dreamliner inaugurates Air Tahiti Nui’s first premium economy
product. A more comfortable flying experience awaits with extra leg room and
relaxation space. The seat features a unique recline motion that cradles the
passenger and maximizes roominess. One USB 2.0 port, one international AC
outlet 110V/60Hz, and an individual 13 inch touch screen inflight entertainment
system are conveniently within reach. The 19-inch wide seats are installed at a
pitch of 38 inches and offer a recline of eight inches. Unlike other carriers and
their nine-across “premium” cabin, Moana Premium features 32 seats configured
in a more spacious seven-abreast (2-3-2) arrangement.
The onboard amenities include: a comfortable polar blanket, one big pillow and
a complete kit of accessories.

MOANA ECONOMY
The two Moana Economy class cabins feature a total of 232 seats specially
designed for long-haul travel. The seat pan makes it one of the best nextgeneration, long-range economy class seats available in the industry. The
economy class seats are installed on a nine-abreast (3-3-3) configuration with
31 inches of pitch and a seat recline of six inches for improved comfort. The
width of the seat is a comfortable 17.2 inches wide, and includes one USB 2.0
port as well as an individual 12-inch touch screen inflight entertainment system—
the largest of any commercial aircraft economy class currently in operation.
The onboard amenities include: a comfortable polar blanket, one comfortable
pillow and a complete kit of personal accessories.
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POERAVA Business
30 seats

MOANA Premium
32 seats

MOANA Economy 1
99 seats

MOANA Economy 2
133 seats

